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Marginalia: Aesthetics, Ecology, and Urban
Wastelands
Matthew Gandy
Department of Geography, University College London
Wastelands are a characteristic feature of many urban and industrial landscapes. Although the term wasteland
has become widely subsumed within various utilitarian discourses concerning the redevelopment of ostensibly
empty or unproductive spaces, the idea encompasses a multiplicity of meanings, material origins, and ecological
characteristics. This article considers these anomalous spaces of urban nature as an interdisciplinary terrain that
extends from renewed interest in urban biodiversity to alternative conceptions of landscape authenticity. It is
suggested that a more theoretically nuanced and historically grounded conception of the intersections between
critical cultural discourses and recent advances in urban ecology might provide a useful counterpoint to narrowly
utilitarian approaches to urban nature. Key Words: aesthetics, biodiversity, landscape, urban ecology, urban nature,
wastelands.
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Los espacios desocupados y en deterioro son un rasgo caracterı´stico de muchos paisajes urbanos e industriales.
Aunque la expresio´n yermos urbanos—“wastelands”—ha sido incorporada ampliamente en varios de los discursos
utilitarios relacionados con el re-desarrollo de espacios improductivos u ostensiblemente desocupados, la idea
abarca una multiplicidad de significados, orı´genes materiales y caracterı´sticas ecolo´gicas. Este artı´culo asume
estos espacios ano´malos de la naturaleza urbana como campo interdisciplinario que se extiende desde el renovado
intere´s por la biodiversidad urbana hasta concepciones alternativas de la autenticidad del paisaje. Aquı´ se sugiere
que una concepcio´n de las intersecciones entre los discursos crı´ticos culturales y los recientes avances en ecologı´a
urbana, con mayor elaboracio´n teo´rica y anclada histo´ricamente, podrı´a suministrar un u´til contrapunto a los
estrechos enfoques utilitaristas que se aplican a la naturaleza urbana. Palabras clave: este´tica, biodiversidad, paisaje,
ecologı´a urbana, naturaleza urbana, yermos urbanos.
It is not the parks but railway sidings that are thick with
flowers.
—Richard Mabey1
Our generation—Iwas born in 1967—has very clearmem-
ories of our childhood, which today’s youth don’t have,
because they no longer have the open spaces and wild
nature of the terrain vague.
—Community activist in Mantes-la-jolie, Iˆle-de-France2
The British writer Richard Mabey’s paean tothe spontaneous exuberance of urban nature,inspired by the marginal landscapes of dein-
dustrializing London in the early 1970s, presents an
alternative sensibility toward nature that eschews
either a narrow scientism or a neo-romanticist at-
©Matthew Gandy
tachment to the idea of pristine wilderness. Mabey’s
observations connect with a heterogeneous ground of
nature writing that draws together aspects of popular
science, vernacular landscape culture, and a wider sense
of curiosity or enchantment with everyday objects
and spaces. At about the same time that Mabey was
exploring the landfill sites, towpaths, and other hidden
reaches of the London landscape, the French artist
Paul-Armand Gette was studying the floristic diversity
of wastelands in several European cities, the Japanese
architect Arata Isozaki was creating collages for ruined
cities, and teams of botanists were busy compiling some
of the most comprehensive urban floras yet produced.
The marginal spaces of Berlin, London, Montreal,
and other cities were becoming a significant focus for
cultural and scientific attention that reflected a series
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1302 Gandy
of developments such as the emergence of new art
practices, increasing levels of ecological awareness, and
the changing characteristics of cities themselves.
A focus on spontaneous forms of urban nature tran-
scends the merely speculative or utilitarian potential-
ities of ostensibly empty spaces. By regarding nature
differently, in both cultural and scientific terms, a set
of counter discourses can be articulated that question
the pervasive emphasis on wastelands as sites simply
awaiting their erasure and redevelopment.3 An engage-
ment with the independent agency of nature enables
intellectual threads to emerge betweennewunderstand-
ings of urban ecology and philosophical developments
within the epistemology of science. The sense of na-
ture as active, dynamic, and constitutive of the cultural
and material characteristics of urban space reveals the
metropolis to be both unfixable and to a significant de-
gree unknowable.
The word wasteland is defined by the Oxford English
Dictionary as an “empty or barren area of land” and orig-
inates via French from the Latin vastusmeaning “unoc-
cupied” or “uncultivated.” Yet this essentially practical
rendition disguises a poetic undercurrent to the term,
predating even T. S. Eliot’s stanzas of 1924, that re-
veals a certain allure toward spaces of emptiness within
the European cultural imagination. An interest in the
“void” as a powerful scientific metaphor has undergone
various architectonic and philosophical permutations
since Blaise Pascal’s original essay on “emptiness within
emptiness” (Pascal 1647). Here, Pascal elaborates on
the classical nostrum of the horror vacui, a preoccupa-
tion that created ripples through architectural thought
as well as becoming an established focus for psycho-
analytic ideas by the early decades of the twentieth
century. “Pascal’s resistance to the open transparency
of rationalism,” writes the architectural historian An-
thony Vidler (2000, 21), “was seen as a way of sym-
bolically and affectively exploiting the ambiguities of
shadow and limit, remaining a sign of potential distur-
bance beyond and within the apparently serene and sta-
ble structures of modern urbanism.” Yet this interest in
“the void” is by no means restricted to European philo-
sophical traditions—its counterpart exists, for example,
in the Korean word gong () that combines the phys-
ical and metaphysical connotations of emptiness—and
the idea has been repeatedly rearticulated in relation to
the proliferation of “empty spaces” that litter urban and
industrial landscapes.
The other widely used term, brownfield, which car-
ries a more technical timbre, is similarly defined as a
site that has been previously used and is especially asso-
ciated with traces of industrial contamination, in con-
trast with the verdant connotation of “greenfield” sites
at or beyond the urban fringe. Indeed, this rhetorical
brown–green antinomy is intensified by patterns of in-
tervention in urban land markets so that the precise
cultural or political connotations of wastelands cannot
be disentangled from the wider dynamics of metropoli-
tan change, the history of planning, or the latest incar-
nations of urban boosterism. In addition to these widely
used terms in an Anglo-American context we can add,
for example, the German Brache, the French friche ur-
baine, the Japanese arechi ( or), theChinese
fei () and huang-di (), and the Korean hwang-
mooji () and gong-teo (). Each of these terms
contains elements of ambiguity: The Japanese word
arechi, for example, harbors connotations of uncertain
ownership and is used as a cartographic category for land
use mapping, whereas the German Brache has acquired
heightened significance in relation to the post-1990
schrumpfende Sta¨dte (shrinking cities) debate. These
multifarious, and sometimes intersecting etymologies,
belie a common emphasis on the “unproductive” char-
acteristics of these sites in relation to agriculture, in-
dustry, or other former land uses. But these are often
also places of unease and symbolic signification, less
easy to categorize or identify, that connect with memo-
ries, inspire Ballardian psychogeographies, or function
as spaces of autonomous social and cultural life.
Alternative vocabularies for wastelands that begin to
move away from an emphasis on their utilitarian char-
acteristics include “edgelands,” “interim spaces,” “inter-
stitial landscapes,” and especially the term terrain vague
with its connections to radical architectonic discourse.4
This diverse alternative lexicon for marginal spaces also
intersects with emerging ecological insights that seek to
valorize specific forms of biodiversity or the serendipi-
tous aesthetic effects of “nondesign.” More recently, for
example, conservation biologists have sought to replace
the term brownfield with “open mosaic habitat” as part
of a scientifically driven effort to modify dominant at-
titudes towards void space in land use planning.5 This
recognition of the richness of urban biotopes owesmuch
to the efforts of ecologists and urban nature conserva-
tionists to reveal the full complexity of “wild urban
nature.” Places that appear “useless” to the momen-
tary glance of passing commuters might nonetheless be
spaces of adventure, imagination, and self-discovery for
artists, children, filmmakers, and other explorers of the
urban realm.
The article begins by exploring how the presence of
“weeds” and other spontaneousmanifestations of nature
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Marginalia: Aesthetics, Ecology, and Urban Wastelands 1303
in cities has served as a focal point for the emergence of
urban ecology as a distinctive interdisciplinary subfield
within the biological sciences. We then consider how
the specific characteristics of wastelands have been in-
corporated into alternative conceptions of urban land-
scape and design as part of a new synthesis between
nature and culture in the contemporary city. Next, the
article examines whether we can build a workable aes-
thetic theory of urban nature that moves beyond neo-
romanticist antinomies and the ontological strictures of
the bounded human subject. Finally, the cultural and
symbolic complexities of wastelands are considered as a
focal point for exploring the ideological ambiguities of
urban nature.
City of Weeds
Interest in spontaneous forms of urban nature stems
from early distinctions between the presence of wild
plants growing in and around cities and cultivated
plants largely confined to parks and gardens. Early
studies of wild urban flora include, for example, Pitton
Tournefort’s treatise on the plants of Paris and its
environs, published in 1698, which places particular
emphasis on species with medicinal properties. Using
a pre-Linnean nomenclature Tournefort meticulously
recorded all of the plants that he could find, along with
references to more than sixty other botanical works
to provide a vibrant snapshot of the state of scientific
knowledge at the time (Tournefort 1698). The sev-
enteenth century also saw some of the first botanical
“rambles” through semiwild places near cities such
as London’s Hampstead Heath, producing data that
remain of significant ecological and historical interest
(Fitter 1945; Sukopp 2002). During the nineteenth
century we find growing scientific attention devoted
to the distinctiveness of urban nature, including the
botanical characteristics of walls and ruins. In 1855,
for example, Richard Deakin compiled The Flora of
the Colosseum, recording some 420 species of plants
growing on the 2,000-year-old ruin, including “some
plants so rare in western Europe that they may have
arrived as seeds caught in the fur of gladiatorial animals
from North Africa” (Mabey 2010, 219).
By the late nineteenth century several guides to “wild
urban nature” had been published for European cities,
reflecting factors such as improving transport connec-
tions and the burgeoning membership of scientific so-
cieties. In Eduard Bonnet’s Petite Flore Parisienne, for
example, he exhorts Parisians to delight in “the knowl-
edge of spontaneous vegetation” (Bonnet 1883, v). It
is botanist Paul Jovet, however, from the Muse´um Na-
tional de l’Histoire Naturelle in Paris, who is widely
regarded as the first modern scientist to fully devote his
attention to the spontaneous flora of cities (see Jovet
1940; Lizet, Wolf, and Celecia 1997). Jovet recognized
that urban vegetation was a distinctive kind of ecolog-
ical me´lange (mixture) comprising a bewildering array
of plants from all over the world that not only dis-
rupted existing conceptions of plant associations but
was itself in a state of constant flux through the impact
of human activities such as construction or pie´tinement
(trampling). He carried out a series of meticulous stud-
ies of the flora of urban wastelands during the 1930s
and 1940s that were formative for a later generation of
botanists, including Herbert Sukopp, who led the study
of the island city of West Berlin from the 1960s onward
and remains the most influential figure in the field. The
studies by Sukopp and his colleagues, based at the newly
created Institute of Ecology at the Technical University
in Berlin, produced some of the most detailed surveys of
urban flora that have ever been produced (see Sukopp
1990; Lachmund 2013). Not only did these studies re-
work existing phytogeographic approaches to botanical
research, as elaborated by Josias Braun-Blanquet and
others, but they also provided a welter of socioecologi-
cal insights into the changing structure of urban space
over time (Figure 1).
The emergence of urban ecology as a distinctive
subfield within the biological sciences has developed
significantly since the early 1970s. The ecologist Paul
Duvigneaud, for example, defined urban ecology from
a metabolic perspective, revealing continuities with
organicist conceptions of the nineteenth-century
metropolis as well as the systems-based engineering of
Abel Wolman and his contemporaries (Duvigneaud
1974). Yet the uncertain relationship between the
science of urban ecology and the nascent environ-
mental movement revealed tensions between the
modeling of biophysical processes and the production
of space. In contrast to the more confident assertions of
Duvigneaud about the coherence of urban ecology as a
scientific field, other authors questioned the lack of any
clear theoretical basis for the study of urban nature. In a
provocative article for the journal Capitalism, Nature,
Socialism, for example, Berlin-based ecologist Ludwig
Trepl (1996) found that although knowledge of
biophysical processes in cities had advanced signif-
icantly, the nature of ecological relationships with
social, cultural, and economic processes remained in
a state of flux and confusion. In particular, Trepl,
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1304 Gandy
Figure 1. Chausseestraße, Berlin. A
typical urban wasteland (now lost)
where the Berlin Wall once stood.
Photo by the author (2007). (Color fig-
ure available online.)
echoing Adorno, suggested that the presence of weeds
and other spontaneous forms of urban nature posed a
challenge for ecological thinking that was rooted in
bourgeois conceptions of unintentional nature as the
antithesis of urban space.6
During the 1990s, many critical counterpoints to
mainstream ecological discourse coalesced around what
would become “urban political ecology” (see Heynen,
Kaı¨ka, and Swyngedouw 2006). Yet the dynamics of ur-
bannature itself remain relatively underexploredwithin
these neo-Marxian formulations. In particular, key eco-
logical insights into the distinctiveness of urban space
and its characteristic forms of biodiversity have not yet
been integrated into historically grounded studies of
capitalist urbanization; there has been something of a
divergence between these different yet potentially com-
plementary fields of research (see Walker 2005). The
reasons for this disjuncture lie both at the epistemolog-
ical and ideological level in terms of the way in which
different aspects to material “nature,” and the evolving
scientific practice of urban ecology, remain poorly dif-
ferentiated in comparisonwith critiques of nature-based
metaphors in urban discourse.
A distinctive aspect to the ecological dynamics of
cities is the transitory or frequently disturbed charac-
teristics of many sites that have long formed a focus
for both cultural and scientific explorations of urban
space. These marginal spaces are typified by an array of
so-called “pioneer species” specially adapted for the col-
onization of new substrates, which can engender rapid
and unexpected changes in the appearance of urban
landscapes. Examples include the yellow-flowered cru-
cifer known as London rocket, Sisymbrium irio, which
spread quickly in the burnt spaces of London after the
Great Fire of 1666, and the purple spikes of rose-bay
willow herb, Epilobium angustifolium, a species that had
hitherto been considered relatively scarce under nat-
ural conditions, which suddenly filled the bomb sites
of London and other European cities in the 1940s.7
“At the end of the war,” writes Sebald ([1999] 2004,
39), “some of the bomb sites of Cologne had already
been transformed by the dense green vegetation grow-
ing over them—the roads made their way through this
new landscape like ‘peaceful deep-set country lanes.’”
In Hamburg, there was a “second flowering” of chest-
nuts, lilacs, and other trees in the autumn of 1943, just
months after the devastating firestorm that had laid
much of the city to waste (Sebald [1999] 2004, 40). In
Sebald’s hands, the term natural history invokes pow-
erful connections between materiality, the production
of meaning, and the limits to representation: precisely
those elements that have yet to emerge within the field
of urban ecology itself. Studies of the natural regenera-
tion of damaged sites in cities such as Berlin, Bremen,
and Kiel, and the emergence of new ecological pat-
terns and assemblages, also began to reshape aspects
of ecological science and the scientific classification
of different vegetation types (Lachmund 2003). The
idea of the cultural landscape, as a recognizable and re-
gionally specific aesthetic unity, was irrevocably altered
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Marginalia: Aesthetics, Ecology, and Urban Wastelands 1305
with both methodological and ideological implications
for the study of nature and landscape. The emerging
emphasis on the cosmopolitan ecology of cities, high-
lighting the role of adventitious or introduced species,
served as an implicit critique of nativist approaches to
landscape design and pervasive antiurban sentiments
within conservative strands of environmental thought.
Traces of spontaneous nature acquired a double sig-
nificance as markers for an explicitly urban ecologi-
cal paradigm as well as symbolic indicators for shifting
ideological contours in the urban landscape. The ge-
ographer Gerhard Hard, for example, used studies of
ruderal vegetation in the city of Osnabru¨ck as part of
his detailed critique of the aesthetic, epistemological,
and ideological limitations of existing approaches to the
interpretation of landscape (see Hard 1995, 1998). For
Hard, a close engagement with both the ecological and
ideological complexity of ordinary landscapes not only
held implications for the understanding of the socio-
ecological dynamics of urban space but also enabled a
more broadly framed critique of the reactionary legacies
of geography itself.
The intersections between ecological science and
changing conceptions of urban nature are perhaps most
strikingly illustrated by the emphasis on wastelands as
the focal point for high levels of biodiversity in cities.
Within urban ecology significant attention has been
devoted to wastelands as “ecological refugia” or “islands
of bio-diversity.” These marginal spaces are now recog-
nized as part of the “ecological infrastructure” of the city
extending to roles such as flood control, water purifica-
tion, and the mitigation of the urban heat island effect
(see, for example, Savard, Clergeau, and Mennechez
2000; Rink 2009; Kowarik et al. 2011). An extensive
survey of brownfield sites in the Hauts-de-Seine area of
the Paris region, for example, found that they contain
nearly 60 percent of all species recorded—far higher
than parks, gardens, and other typical elements of ur-
ban “green space” (Muratet et al. 2007). Rather than
clearly differentiated vegetation zones, as postulated by
the pioneers of ecological science, the city comprises
a lattice of micro niches varying by substrate, aspect,
time, and other factors. Linear spaces such as roadside
verges or railway embankments can form “eco-ducts,” a
term first used in a Dutch context, that allow small pop-
ulations of vulnerable species to be connected and also
play a role in the dispersal of new species so that plants,
for example, can spread their seeds in a radial pattern
across the city (Saint-Laurent 2000; Mabey 2010).
The concept of biodiversity contains elements of am-
biguity between the idea of ecosystem diversity—which
is high in urban areas—and species or genome diversity.
Furthermore, as Takacs (1996) shows, the very idea of
biodiversity is as much a mirror of entanglements be-
tween different cultural and scientific discourses than
any putative representation of external nature. In an ur-
ban context, the concept of biodiversity becomes even
more difficult to determine, especially when used in
relation to wider conservation objectives such as the
protection of rare species or vulnerable habitats. How,
in other words, do we apply the concept of biodiversity
to what Bernadette Lizet terms the “ordinary nature”
encountered in cities? The production of inventories
of rare or threatened species to influence policymak-
ing dates from the first so-called Red List produced by
the International Union for Conservation of Nature in
1963. Since that time the use of Red Lists has extended
to encompass different tiers of government as well as an
expanded range of life forms. An increasing number of
cities now have their own Red Lists for plants, animals,
and even invertebrates, as insights from urban ecology
become connected with scientifically inflected strands
of urban environmental discourse. Yet these emerging
intersections reveal tensions between the role of tech-
nical expertise—in this case urban ecology—and the
contested political exigencies of the urban arena.
Flux, Mimicry, and Nondesign
The emerging fascinationwith the aesthetic and eco-
logical characteristics of spontaneous urban nature does
not preclude any element of human design or intention-
ality. Indeed, the independent dynamics of nature have
been an increasingly significant element in alternative
approaches to urban design since the 1970s that seek
to combine the enhancement of biodiversity with a less
regularized or formulaic aesthetic experience. Whereas
the eighteenth-century creation of “semiwild” aesthetic
experiences, exemplified by a fascination with the pic-
turesque, rested on a purely visual simulacrum of an
idealized nature, recent interest in the design possibil-
ities engendered by spontaneous forms of nature stems
froma synthesis between ametropolitan “wasteland aes-
thetic” and developments in scientific knowledge. The
somewhat elusive yet rhetorically powerful concept of
biodiversity serves as an organizational focus for new
approaches to urban design and the development of
ecologically oriented approaches to the utilization of
urban space. Leading exponents of natural design and
nonintervention such as Gilles Cle´ment and Louis Le
Roy work within a conceptual framework of “guided”
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1306 Gandy
landscape dynamics to produce specific aesthetic or
ecological effects (see Dagenais 2004; Woudstra 2008;
Gandy 2013). The innovative Irchelpark in Zu¨rich, for
example, completed in 1986, uses a minimal mowing
regime and no herbicides to foster a high degree of
seminatural biodiversity in the heart of the city. De-
spite its naturalistic appearance, however, the park is
an intricately engineered landscape criss-crossed with
walkways, water bodies, and other design features.
Many distinctive urban habitats mimic natural fea-
tures: in the eyes of raptors, swifts, or other birds high
buildings become mountain ledges or cliffs, derelict
buildings may play the role of caves or hollow trees
for bats and spiders, and “green roofs” may resemble
flower-rich meadows.8 Both horizontal and vertical ur-
ban surfaces can harbor high levels of biodiversity ei-
ther by accident or design. In a recent study of “living
roofs,” geographer Jamie Lorimer explores a Deleuzian-
inflected notion of ecological “striation” as a way to
combine the spontaneous agency of nature with ele-
ments of conservation-oriented design. Lorimer (2008)
identifies a “fluid biogeography” that combines an em-
phasis on a more self-reflective scientific practice with
new understandings of materiality within urban ecolog-
ical discourse. Urban botanists are often interested in
enhancing the prospects for early-stage ecological suc-
cession that exhibits the highest levels of biodiversity,
including many uncommon species or those that re-
quire highly specialized habitat niches (see Ku¨hn 2006;
Kowarik et al. 2011). The use of temporal suspension or
stilled time is deployed for a combination of aesthetic
and scientific reasons to modify aspects to ecological
change.
The innate hybridity of urban landscapes challenges
the pervasive emphasis on native species or land-
scape authenticity in design practices such as ecolog-
ical restoration. Yet what is the historical reference
point to which the objective of ecological authentic-
ity relates? Is it a distinctive cultural landscape in the
sense that Hansjo¨rg Ku¨ster and others have described
or is it an early Holocene state of nature with minimal
human impact as evoked by “rewilding” enthusiasts? Is
it an intervention to retain the species-rich early stages
of ecological succession or the creation of some other
type of specific habitat that has a more diverse cultural
or scientific potential in comparison with traditionally
managed green spaces? A recent study of the Chicago
waterfront, for instance, reveals four different points
of historical reference for ecological contestation rang-
ing from pre-European nature before the 1830s to more
recent modifications that have become “naturalized”
within the public imagination (Gobster 2001). Specific
cultures of nature have emerged over time, along with
their distinctive combinations of aesthetic sensibility
and human subjectivity, culminating in an emphasis
on a seminatural aesthetic linked to more polyvalent
conceptions of public culture.
In some cases urban wastelands have been trans-
formed into spaces of leisure with multiple forms of
nature ranging from semiwild landscapes to closelymain-
tained elements of conventional park design. Yet this
emphasis on the multifunctionality of optimal landscapes
poses significant differences in emphasis and context.
Recent examples such as Duisburg Nord in the Ruhr,
Parc Andre Citroe¨n in Paris, and the High Line in New
York City display marked differences in terms of their
continuity with earlier approaches to park design. The
newly opened High Line, for example, which has been
constructed along a disused section of elevated railway
in Manhattan, has re-created aesthetic aspects to spon-
taneous vegetation through the replanting of birch trees
to produce a distinctive kind of ecological simulacrum
of what occurred on the derelict structure before its
extensive landscaping. In this instance, the “wasteland
as artifice” becomes a cultural motif that serves to
underpin real estate speculation, and the boundary
between private and public is reworked in the form of
a neo-pastoral urban spectacle (Figure 2).9 The park,
in this context, is a designed fragment of nature that
inscribes social and political power into the urban land-
scape. More rarely, however, the specific characteristics
of an abandoned site have been retained to preserve as-
pects of spontaneous urban nature—examples include
Berlin’s former Tempelhof Airport and the Su¨dgela¨nde
disused railway sidings—but these remain exceptional
cases and have usually only occurred after years of
intense political and scientific lobbying underpinned
by extensive public support (Figure 3). The presence
of a wasteland aesthetic shows that spaces that might
appear superficially similar, even in biotic terms, might
nonetheless owe their existence to markedly different
processes.
The Search for an Ecological Aesthetic
But what kind of landscape aesthetics is invoked
by a focus on spontaneous spaces of urban nature?
Wastelands are not readily identifiable cultural
landscapes in the conventional sense but something
more ill-defined in relation to public culture. Indeed,
their aesthetic appeal lies precisely in their cultural
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Marginalia: Aesthetics, Ecology, and Urban Wastelands 1307
Figure 2. The High Line, New York.
An ecological simulacrum has been
created to resemble elements of what
once existed on the site. Photo by the
author (2011). (Color figure available
online.)
and scientific complexity, thereby raising questions
concerning the relationship between knowledge
and experience in the perception of landscape. The
more detailed and engaged our knowledge of such
spaces—and their ecological dynamics—the more so-
phisticated our grasp of their aesthetic characteristics.
For the philosopher Allen Carlson (1993), we cannot
reduce the aesthetic appreciation of nature to phe-
nomenological or subjective experience alone: there is
a synergy between scientific and aesthetic understand-
ing that heightens our appreciation of nature whereby
the aesthetic appreciation of nature is “informed and
enriched” by advances in scientific knowledge (Carlson
1995, 393). Yet the idea that knowledge about nature
requires years of patience and dedication lies in tension
with a culture of immediacy where the science of
biodiversity becomes subsumed within more vapid
discourses of resilience, sustainability, or other fields. In
such circumstances, how can cultural or scientific com-
plexity be effectively communicated? What happens
whenmore autonomous criteria for cultural or scientific
evaluation conflict with externally imposed agendas for
reshaping knowledge? The sociologist Pierre Bourdieu
(1998, 65) calls for the defense of the “inherent eso-
tericism of all cutting-edge research” yet he also insists
on appropriate strategies for the scientific enrichment
of the public realm. In the case of urban biodiversity,
there is a disjuncture between specialized scientific
understandings of urban space and mediated discourses
of nature for consumption or recreation.10 The political
ramifications become apparent where science, in this
case urban ecology, serves to both enhance and protect
alternative social and cultural discourses about urban
nature just as archaeological or art-historical insights
might prevent the destruction of ostensibly esoteric
or insignificant cultural artefacts. This is especially
significant for urban biodiversity, where the most note-
worthy concentrations of so-called Red List species
and other categories of scientific interest might be little
studied groups such as aculeate hymenoptera (wasps)
and other biota that have little conventional aesthetic
appeal.11
In what sense does urban nature engender a differ-
ent set of aesthetic sensibilities to classic objects of
contemplation such as cultural landscapes or wilder-
ness? The geographer Natalie Blanc (2008) calls for an
aesthetics of nature that is derived from a shared sen-
sibility rather than a phenomenological emphasis on
individual experience. For Blanc, the aesthetics of na-
ture is inherently political because it fosters political
dialogue and raises public awareness of environmental
issues. But where does her normative reading of aes-
thetic experience leave the “useless,” ineffable, or more
esoteric realms of cultural engagement with nature?
The recent emphasis on an ecological aesthetic is of-
ten marked by attempts to reconcile the irreconcilable,
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Figure 3. Tempelhof Airport, Berlin.
The dry grasslands between the aban-
doned runways have become important
nesting sites for the skylark, Alauda
arvensis, a bird that is now much di-
minished in its natural habitat of open
country across much of Europe. Photo
by the author (2011). (Color figure
available online.)
whereby insights from the biophysical sciences are sim-
ply grafted onto other fields such as behavioral psychol-
ogy (see Daniel 2001; Ewald 2001).12 Yet the idea of the
aesthetic in these science-led reformulations rests on
a cognitive or behavioral model of human interaction
with landscape that lacks any clearly articulated engage-
ment with the historical production of cultural mean-
ing or the symbolic resonance of space within the social
imaginary. A different approach is offered by philoso-
pher Cheryl Foster (1998), who seeks to emphasize how
sensuous aspects of nature have been downplayed in
the face of a narrative dominance based on preexist-
ing understandings of cultural value: she enlists Gaston
Bachelard, John Dewey, and other figures to reengage
with the “ambient” dimensions to human experience.
A greater emphasis on the acoustic, tactile, or olfactory
texture of space rather than fleeting visual encounters
expands the critical scope of aesthetic theory in rela-
tion to marginal landscapes. The aesthetics of nature
can be disentangled from associations with an existing
view or vista so that sensory immersion in nature takes
precedence over the enframing of nature as a space of
spectacle (see also Berleant 1992).
The emphasis on pleasure in nature has recently been
developed through the concept of vital beauty, draw-
ing on nineteenth-century observations of plant life by
Gustav Fechner, and especially John Ruskin, to build
a phenomenological approach to the aesthetics of na-
ture. These nineteenth-century attempts to identify an
independent aesthetics of nature sought to transcend
natural theology or “vaguely pantheistic celebrations of
nature’s mystical power” through corporeal immersion
in the natural world (Frost 2012, 137). For Ruskin, the
life force represented by the growth of vegetation was
“a realm of strange intermediate being” (cited in Frost
2012, 151). Yet this search for inherent value differs
from vitalist conceptions of agency that seek to dis-
pel the ontological centrality of the bounded human
subject. In this sense, nature is divested of a human-
ist reductionism so that it can be considered in terms
of its own dynamics, albeit through the lens of human
intuition or perception. Henri Bergson is arguably the
key figure here in his emphasis on the “life force” as a
structure of meaning independent of human intentions
or values (see Bergson [1907] 2007). It is this inherent
force that provides the philosophical lineage from Berg-
son to Deleuze and the opening up of new possibilities
for the interpretation of material reality and nonteleo-
logical conceptions of nature (see Deleuze [1956] 1999;
Grosz 2005). Under Bergson’s positivism, distinctions
between order and disorder are replaced by an affir-
mation of material processes of change within which
humans beings are themselves an integral element. For
Bergson materiality is bound up with human finitude
and our perception of time: hence the poetic eloquence
engendered by the independent dynamics of nature.13
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For philosophers such as J. Baird Callicott, the an-
thropocentric emphasis on aesthetic pleasure in nature
produces a “natural aesthetic” that distorts priorities
in nature conservation away from less spectacular or
awe-inspiring places and serves to strengthen aesthetic
values over ethical values (Callicott 1992). Similarly,
historian Ronald Rees notes how the pervasive aes-
thetic emphasis on “wild” or remote spaces has served
to undermine concern with “local environments” and
the articulation of an environmental ethics that takes
nature itself into consideration (Rees 1975). The dif-
ficulty, however, with the critique of an anthropocen-
tric aesthetics of nature articulated by Callicott, Rees,
and others is that a workable alternative cannot be
located within nature as an autonomous realm lying
beyond human interests. The ecocentrist position ulti-
mately reiterates existing dichotomies between nature
and culture through its search for external sources of
“truth.” This misplaced search for the essence of things,
as Richard Rorty noted over thirty years ago, remains a
critical undercurrent for much of what we might term
environmental aesthetics articulated on behalf of a pu-
tatively autonomous nature serving as a repository of
truth (see Rorty 1979). Yet Rorty’s philosophical prag-
matism, with its extensive deployment of irony, poses
its own limitations in terms of the extent of possible dia-
logue between different cultural and scientific domains
(see, for example, McCarthy 1990). If an innate incom-
mensurability between fields of knowledge is accepted,
then the possibilities for bringing an array of disparate
ecological arguments closer together are renderedmuch
more difficult.
The possibility of an ecological aesthetic remains com-
plicated by the lack of any necessary relation between
the scenic, or other forms of aesthetic delight, and
what is ecologically significant (Gobster et al. 2007). As
botanist Nick Bertrand points out, “aesthetics has noth-
ing to dowith conservation.”14 A rotting carcass swarm-
ingwithmaggots is integral to ecology but not ordinarily
considered to be an aesthetic experience that has any
relation to the culture of nature as a source of plea-
sure (see Saito 1998). Over time, however, ostensibly
incongruous elements of urban nature such as fallen
trees or rotting wood can become part of a scientifi-
cally enriched public culture where the enhancement
of biodiversity becomes a more pervasive element in ur-
ban design. Equally, there are aspects of environmental
change that by virtue of time, space, or scale lie be-
yond the realm of human perception: the experiential
dimensions to nature are of necessity limited, partially
prefigured, and open to multiple interpretations.
Spaces of Ambivalence
The aesthetic characteristics of spontaneous spaces
of urban nature evoke complex associations because
these can be sites of unease as well as places of free-
dom or creative expression. The multiplicity of cultural
responses to wastelands is partly related to the diver-
sity of such sites and their varied origins: whereas some
spaces have developed spontaneously within ostensibly
“empty” sites, others have emerged out of the neglect
or abandonment of previously maintained spaces such
as lawns, parks, or other degraded remnants of designed
nature. These neglected spaces reflect a late-modern
dislocation between designed landscapes and capital-
ist urbanization, as municipal parks in particular have
been badly affected by the fiscal crisis of the state since
the 1970s. Labor-intensive municipal landscapes have
their origins in the nineteenth-century reformulation of
metropolitan nature that encompassed developments in
landscape design, infrastructure improvements, zoning
law, and biopolitical interventions in the sphere of pub-
lic health.15 The intensified control of weeds, and the
regularization of urban nature, forms one element in
this distinctive interface between nature, science, and
society that reached its apogee in the middle decades of
the twentieth century. The partial unraveling of these
relationships poses implications for the design, main-
tenance, and meaning of urban landscapes, yet at the
same time suburban lawns or front gardens have become
subject to greater degrees of control in North America
and elsewhere from so-called weed ordinances (see Fea-
gan and Ripmeester 1999; Valverde 2008). There is an
apparent divergence between landscapes of tighter con-
trol (and surveillance) and new forms of “loose space”
within which greater degrees of aesthetic, biotic, or so-
cial heterogeneity are tolerated or even encouraged (see
Franck and Stevens 2007).
There is an “unfixed” dimension to the aesthetics
of spontaneous nature that requires a greater degree
of imaginative engagement or reflection than conven-
tional components of metropolitan nature. These spon-
taneous spaces are characterized by a multiplicity of
“aesthetic worlds” that are integral to the heteroge-
neous characteristics of urban space and the dissolution
of an imaginary “landscape unity” (Nohl 2001, 224).
The study of modern landscapes has been marked by
a tension between the impetus toward various kinds
of pattern-oriented analysis that downplay cultural and
historical aspects of human experience and the inher-
ited legacy of “landscape indicators” and other ideo-
logically charged delineators of cultural landscapes (see
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Cosgrove 1985; Hard 1985). The recent reworking of
the sublime, most notably through the technological
sublime in relation to urban and industrial landscapes,
is difficult to disentangle from neo-romanticist read-
ings of aesthetic disorientation as the cultural anti-
nomy of beauty. These aesthetic formulations rest on
the capacity of contemporary landscapes of marginality
or technological excess to unsettle or even overwhelm
the human observer. In the twentieth century the term
neo-romanticism has been used to denote a combina-
tion of eighteenth- or nineteenth-century interest in
awe-inspiring landscapes with more modern preoccupa-
tions with psychological unease or feelings of estrange-
ment.16 In terms of urban space, however, the sublime
effectively displaces ecology with aesthetics: there is an
implicit spectacularization of urban landscapes that is
far removed frommore tactile or direct forms of cultural
or scientific practice. To disavow the neo-romanticist
aestheticization of space is to demystify its production
and introduce a different aesthetic register rooted in the
scale of human experience.
Abandoned urban landscapes have frequently been
venerated as places of reverie. In the case of London,
for example, Patrick Keiller’s film Robinson in Ruins
(2010) and Chris Petit’s collaboration with the nov-
elist Iain Sinclair for London Orbital (2002) present
marginal landscapes as estranged or mysterious. For
Keiller’s Robinson in Ruins, the narration (spoken by
Vanessa Redgrave) follows the eponymous Robinson as
he seeks out “marginal and hidden locations.” Robin-
son, we are told, is suffering from an unspecified “mal-
ady” that hewill purge by creating “picturesque views on
journeys to sites of scientific and historic interest.” An
enlarged aluminum street sign reveals a cellular surface
pattern encrusted with lichens and other traces of life
so that the familiar is rendered mysterious. The largely
deserted locales recall science fiction scenarios in which
modernity has dissipated into a new kind of wilderness.
There is a quasi-mystical emphasis on uncovering layers
of meaning or ghostly traces of collective memory. Sim-
ilarly, the cities of the North American rustbelt have
recently come under the neo-romanticist gaze—most
notably in the photographic depictions of Detroit by
Marchand and Meffre (2010), which provide an eerie
echo of earlier representations of urban ruins in the
wake of the 1943 race riots (see Falck 2010). Buried
beneath these representations, however, are significant
dislocations in terms of class, gender, and ethnicity be-
tween the “deserted” characteristics of these spaces, as
encountered by the figure of the late-modern flaˆneur or
male wanderer, and those communities cut adrift within
the marginal spaces of the contemporary city. This is
not to argue that aesthetic interactions with wastelands
are necessarily gendered—at least not in essentialist
terms—but to underline the specific contexts in which
they are encountered (see Wilson 1992).
Although wastelands often elicit a degree of ambiva-
lence, their cultural malleability has enabled their appro-
priation into what the ecologist Oliver Gilbert terms
the “urban commons” (see Gilbert 1992; Jorgensen and
Tylecote 2007). This politically charged ecological for-
mulation extends the “right to nature” beyond munici-
pal park provision or Lefebvrian conceptions of public
space to encompass a more broadly defined realm of
cultural and scientific imagination. Furthermore, these
vernacular spaces of “new wilderness” tend to be con-
centrated in precisely those areas that often have the
least access to more formal elements of designed na-
ture (see Keil 2005; Franz, Gu¨les, and Prey 2008). In
Andrea Arnold’s film Fish Tank (2009), for example,
we encounter a contrast between bleak landscapes on
the eastern edge of London and an extraordinary in-
terlude focused on a visit to a fenced-off space of wild
nature by a lake: for a brief second the camera pauses
on a blue damselfly, Enallagma cyathigerum, resting on a
reed—a motif of entomological detail widely deployed
by Arnold—which serves to introduce a momentary
element of wonder for her cinematic protagonists. In
Fish Tank we are reminded that marginal spaces such as
wastelands form a fundamental element in public cul-
tures of nature for the poorest urban communities: an
association exemplified by the childhood recollections
of the community activist from the French banlieue cited
at the start of this article.
The ambiguous connections between nature, sci-
ence, and public culture have been the focus for a va-
riety of cultural interventions since the 1970s. With
the Catalan artist Lara Almarcegui’s photographs of
marginal spaces, for example, there is an explicit con-
nection made with the concept of terrain vague and
the defense of space against the “excesses of architec-
ture.”17 Her poignant photograph entitled To open a
wasteland, Brussels (2000) depicts the blurred figure
of a child in the foreground rushing into this newly
opened space (Figure 4). In these instances close ob-
servation, or the “botanical eye,” becomes a specific
form of cultural-scientific practice that can reveal new
insights into the production of space and the often ar-
bitrary assignment of cultural or economic value. We
can enlist the “botanizing” impulse ofWalter Benjamin,
himself a keen observer of urban nature, to evoke an al-
ternative dimension to urban flaˆnerie that eschews the
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Figure 4. Lara Almarcegui, To open
a wasteland, Brussels (2000). Courtesy
of the artist. (Color figure available
online.)
psychogeographic impasse of neo-romanticist detach-
ment or late-modernmasculinist malaise.18 Imaginative
interventions by artists, writers, and scientists remind us
that looking, thinking, and representing the familiar in
an unfamiliar way can also be a kind of radical cultural
and political praxis.
Conclusions
Urban wastelands unsettle the familiar terrain of
cultural landscapes, designed spaces, and the organi-
zational logic of modernity. Much of the conceptual
vocabulary we have available is geared toward ideal-
ized landscapes—with or without human influence—or
stems from a neo-romanticist or phenomenological
preoccupation with the aesthetic experience of the
bounded human subject. To reframe marginal spaces of
nature as a vibrant dimension to urban life introduces
a different kind of complexity into the socio-ecological
landscape of cities where questions of access, design, and
land ownership are radically juxtaposed with insurgent
forms of cultural and scientific practice. The recogni-
tion of terrain vague within the public realm introduces
possibilities for cultural and scientific autonomy that
invert or unsettle bourgeois conceptions of nature.
Yet what is “nature” anyway in an urban context?
The distinction between the natural and the unnatu-
ral, in terms of landscape aesthetics, is historically pro-
duced: when Marx mocks Feuerbach’s perception of
the cherry orchard as a natural feature of the German
landscape he is also questioning the limitations of philo-
sophical idealism (Marx [1844] 1965, 62). Amaterialist
reading of urban landscape makes the connections be-
tween aesthetics and the historical production of space
explicit yet it also harbors its own lacunae in terms of
the tensions between restricted readings of human sub-
jectivity and the communicative ethos behind shared
cultures of urban nature.
The term biodiversity, as a cultural construction
of nature, holds similarly ambiguous implications in
an urban setting. Although cities have high levels of
biodiversity—in some cases greater than their imme-
diate hinterland—the relationship between cities and
nature becomes more problematic at wider scales of
analysis. Urbanization is itself a major cause of habi-
tat destruction at a global level so that any emphasis
on urban biodiversity needs to be set in a wider con-
text: this emerging paradox is marked by higher levels
of regional biodiversity associated with increasingly di-
verse urban ecological assemblages but declining levels
of global biodiversity as endemic, vulnerable, or yet to
be even described species, associated with less disturbed
habitat types, are lost at an increasing rate (McKinney
2006). Inmaking this distinction, however, between ur-
ban and nonurban, we should be careful not to fetishize
the city as a discrete entity because the process of ur-
banization is increasingly ubiquitous and encompasses
spaces that lie far beyond the administrative confines of
metropolitan boundaries.
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An emphasis on ecological cosmopolitanism in terms
of vibrant concentrations of global biodiversity in cities
contains a double-edged aspect: It emphasizes the va-
riety and vitality of urban ecosystems but might also
downplay the wider ecological impact of urbanization.
Indeed, ecologist Charles Elton’s negative use of the
term cosmopolitan in the late 1950s signals ideological
tensions running through the historiography of ecology
that persist today (see Clark 2002). Most contempo-
rary ecologists would acknowledge a spectrum of “in-
vasiveness” ranging from mere scientific curiosity to
real threats to the well-being of existing ecosystems
(see Kowarik 2010). For Ute Eser (1999), however, the
core issue remains the relative lack of critical reflec-
tion within ecological discourse so that the “politics of
neophytes” is as much an epistemological question as a
practical challenge for nature conservation.
What does the radical elevation of ecological science
within urban discourse infer? Are there ways in which
urban ecology can enrich public culture on its own terms
yet avoid the types of epistemological elisions that have
marred previous attempts to build socio-ecological un-
derstandings of urban space? The decline of what Zim-
merer (1994, 111) terms “ahistorical systems ecology”
has shifted the analytical emphasis toward the dynamic
and heterogeneous characteristics of biophysical sys-
tems (see also Zimmerer 2000). Leading urban ecolo-
gists such as Alberti, Marzluff, and Pickett have called
for a “new ecological paradigm” that directly incorpo-
rates the “human dimension” into ecological processes
(see Alberti et al. 2003). Running through these refor-
mulations, however, is a continuing uncertainty about
the analytical scope of contemporary ecology in relation
to the specific cultural, historical, and material dimen-
sions of urbanization. Despite the ambitious research
agendas of post-Rio applied ecology to encompass the
full gamut of social and ecological processes, the scien-
tific underpinning for a unified socio-ecological model
for the study of cities does not yet exist (see Evans
2011). Although a range of research has now been
carried out on urban nature, there remain significant
gaps in current knowledge for many cities where the
status of nonhuman nature is especially precarious or
little known. Within the field of urban ecology itself
there are concerns that the predominance of observa-
tional studies risks placing ecological research outside
the most significant developments within the biophysi-
cal scienceswhere emphasis is increasingly at themolec-
ular or even submolecular level of analysis (see Gaston
2010). The “molecularization” of the life sciences holds
analytical and methodological implications for ecology
as a field science that might yet presage a new phase
of distanciation between scientific practice and public
culture.
But why should we be interested in urban waste-
lands? What is at stake culturally, politically, or
scientifically when we argue for their appreciation
or protection? We have seen how these spontaneous
manifestations of urban nature connect with an array of
cultural and scientific discourses but the political impli-
cations of these marginal spaces remain only partially
explored. The promotion of urban biodiversity holds
implications for the development of a scientifically
enriched public realm that rests on a combination of
greater affinity for nonhuman life in cities along with
new forms of knowledge production. Furthermore, a
closer engagement with the socio-ecological dynamics
of urban space might help to dispel aspects to the
ideological opacity of the urban arena itself.
In this article we have considered some possible
points of intersection between urban ecology and other
cultural fields that might work more powerfully in com-
bination as an alternative to the dominance of function-
alist or utilitarian perspectives towards marginal spaces
of spontaneous nature. Wastelands exist in dynamic
tension with human intentionality, whether in terms
of their preservation—the slowing of time—or their
erasure to make way for the new. As sites of discovery
and experimentation, wastelands also challenge unified
conceptions of the cultural landscape and other ideolog-
ical motifs that pervade contemporary urban thought.
These marginal sites of spontaneous nature allow cul-
tural and scientific explorations of the city itself in con-
trast with the outward focus of much environmental
discourse toward spaces and places that lie elsewhere.
Above all, wastelands are “islands,” in cultural, mate-
rial, and political terms, which pose an ideological as
well as practical challenge for the utilitarian impetus
of capitalist urbanization. The “intrinsic worth” of the
ostensibly useless is as much a political question as an
aesthetic or scientific one.
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Notes
1. Richard Mabey, The unofficial countryside (1973), p. 12.
2. The quote is taken from Pierre Carles’s documentary
about Pierre Bourdieu entitled La Sociologie Est un Sport
de Combat (2001) (author’s translation).
3. Studies that emphasize the cultural richness of ostensibly
“empty” spaces include Collin (2001), Edensor (2005),
Hauser (2001), Huyssen (1997), Le´vesque (1999), Lizet
(2010), and Till (2011).
4. The expression terrain vague in particular has recently
gained conceptual currency after its elaboration by the
Spanish architect Ignasi de Sola`-Morales Rubio´ (1993).
5. The term open mosaic habitat is now being extensively
used in the United Kingdom in preference to the term
brownfield for a variety of scientific studies and also in
some local government documentation such as Biodi-
versity Action Plans. For a recent overview of devel-
opments in urban ecology see Gaston (2010), Kowarik
et al. (2011), Savard, Clergeau, and Mennechez (2000),
and Wittig (2010).
6. Theodor Adorno raises a similar point: “Even as bour-
geois consciousness naı¨vely condemns the ugliness of
a torn-up industrial landscape, a relation is established
that reveals a glimpse of the domination of nature, where
nature shows humans its facade of having yet to be mas-
tered” (Adorno [1970] 1997, 61).
7. Richard Fitter’s London’s Natural History, first published
in 1945, already lists 126 species of plants found on
“extensive areas of open waste ground” (Fitter 1945,
230). See also L. Mellor (2004).
8. Those species most closely linked, or even dependent,
on human settlements for food, shelter, and other needs,
termed synanthropic, include a variety of pests as well
as the benign ubiquity of many birds and insects such as
the house sparrow, Passer domesticus, or the honey bee,
Apis mellifera (see McKinney 2006).
9. I would like to thank Tom Baker for drawing my atten-
tion to the “neopastoral” dimension to the High Line.
10. Important exceptions include Berlin’s “Langer Tag der
StadtNatur” [The long day of urban nature], an annual
event underway since 2006, which is a science-led pro-
gram of public activities organized by the Berlin Conser-
vation Foundation. See www.langertagderstadtnatur.de.
On the changing relationships between public cul-
ture and scientific practice see, for example, Waterton
(2002),Wolch (2002), Lachmund (2004), Ellis andWa-
terton (2005), Hinchliffe et al. (2005), Vaquin (2006),
and Sadler et al. (2010).
11. Studies of wastelands have often revealed high levels
of species diversity for aculeate hymenoptera and other
warmth-loving insects adapted to sand dunes or coastal
environments (see, e.g., Gibson 1998; Eyre, Luff, and
Woodward 2003; Kadas 2006). In some cases, depend-
ing on soil conditions, there can be unique combinations
of habitat mimicry, so that species associated with dis-
parate ecotopes such as heathlands or chalk downland
might occur together on the same site (Colin Plant,
Consultant Entomologist, discussion with the author,
12 February 2012). For detailed studies of urban habi-
tat diversity see, for example, Sukopp et al. (1979),
Sukopp (1990), Rebele (1994), Zerbe et al. (2003),
Filoche, Arnal, andMoret (2006), Muratet et al. (2007),
Schadek et al. (2009), and Mu¨ller (2010). On the ques-
tion of “charisma” in relation to nature conservation, see
Lorimer (2007).
12. The attempt to articulate an ecological aesthetic marks
a corollary of the wider “ecologization” of public pol-
icy through the enhanced role of scientific discourse in
decision making (see Evans 2011).
13. In Merleau-Ponty’s exegesis on Bergson’s conception of
nature, for example, he emphasizes the poetic dimension.
“He [Bergson] stands both against Berkeley’s idealism, for
which everything is a representation, and against a real-
ism that admits that the thing has an aseity, but which
posits that this is other than what appears” (Merleau-
Ponty [1957] 2003, 53). Elsewhere Merleau-Ponty seeks
to distinguish his “phenomenal psychology” from what
he terms Bergson’s “introspective psychology” (Merleau-
Ponty [1945] 1962, 59).
14. Nick Bertrand, botanist, discussion with the author,
Creekside Centre, London, 13 November 2011.
15. In much of London, for example, specialist teams of
municipal workers devoted to looking after urban trees
have been partially or completely laid off since the 1980s,
leading to a loss of arboriculture skills, premature death
or damage to urban trees, and longer term implications
for the character of urban green space (Russell Miller,
arboriculturalist and chair of Sustainable Hackey, e-mail
to author, 16 December 2011).
16. The term neo-romanticism has been most extensively
deployed within art history and literary criticism. See,
for example, D. Mellor (1987).
17. Lara Almarcegui, lecture given to the conference Art
and the Environment, Tate Britain, London (30 June
2010).
18. Benjamin, for example, describes the “style of the mod-
ern flaˆneur as one who goes botanizing on the asphalt,”
drawing connections between natural history and the
“poetic imagination” (Benjamin [1938] 2006, 68). His
childhood recollections of urban nature in Berlin are
to be found in Benjamin ([1932–1938] 2001). See also
Clark (2000).
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